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Abstract
Four-fermion events have been selected in a data sample of 5.8 pb
 1
collected with the aleph detector
at centre-of-mass energies of 130 and 136 GeV. The nal states `
+
`
 
qq, `
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
, qq, and `
+
`
 
have
been examined. Five events are observed in the data, in agreement with the Standard Model predictions
of 6:67 0:38 events from four-fermion processes and 0:14
+ 0:19
  0:05
from background processes.
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1 Introduction
An understanding of four-fermion processes is essential in the search for new particles at lep.
These processes have signatures which could mimic signals from new physics such as missing
energy (SUSY production, H nal state) or energetic lepton pairs (H`
+
`
 
nal states). Given
the relatively clean signature of four-fermion events, a deviation from the Standard Model
expectations could be an indication of new physics.
Studies of four-fermion processes have been performed at lep 1 [1, 2] and at lower centre-
of-mass energies [3]. The recent increase in the lep centre-of-mass energy from the Z peak to
130 and 136 GeV allows the probing of higher Q
2
in the four-fermion process.
Four-fermion events involving only  or Z exchange are produced within the Standard Model
in processes with the diagrams shown in Fig. 1. At these energies, as well as at lep 1, the four-
fermion production cross section is dominated by neutral gauge boson exchange. However,
the relative contributions from the various diagrams are dierent from those of lep 1. The
contribution from diagrams with W's is negligible.
The nal states considered in this analysis can be classied as follows:
 two charged leptons and two quarks (`
+
`
 
qq);
 four charged leptons (`
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
and `
+
`
 

+

 
);
 two neutrinos and two quarks (qq);
 two neutrinos and two charged leptons (`
+
`
 
).
Unless otherwise noted, \`" stands for electron or muon. Not considered in this letter are the
qqqq, `qq, and  nal states. The qqqq nal state is dicult to distinguish from QCD
qq production and has been studied elsewhere [4]. The `qq nal state is only produced by W
exchange and thus has a negligible production rate at
p
s = 130 and 136 GeV.
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for four-fermion nal states involving only  or Z exchange: a) conversion,
b) annihilation, c) Bremsstrahlung, d) multiperipheral. The wiggly lines represent a  or a Z exchange.
The solid lines not labelled as e

may be quarks or leptons.
This paper is organised as follows. After a brief description of the relevant components of the
aleph detector, the Monte Carlo and data samples are described. The details of the analyses in
the four main channels are then given, including selection requirements and expectations. The
results are summarized at the end.
1
2 The ALEPH Detector
The aleph detector is described in detail in Ref. [5]. An account of the performance of the
detector and a description of the standard analysis algorithms are found in Ref. [6]. Here, only
a brief description of the detector elements and the algorithms relevant to this analysis is given.
In aleph, the trajectories of charged particles are measured with a silicon vertex detector
(vdet), a cylindrical drift chamber (itc), and a large time projection chamber (tpc), all
immersed in a 1.5 T magnetic eld provided by a superconducting solenoidal coil. The energy
of electrons, photons, and hadrons is measured with the electromagnetic (ecal), the hadron
(hcal), and the luminosity calorimeters (lcal and sical). The ecal, placed between the
tpc and the coil, is a highly segmented calorimeter which is used in identifying electrons and
photons and in measuring their energy and position. The lcal and sical extend the calorimetric
coverage down to 24 mrad from the beam axis. The hcal consists of an instrumented iron return
yoke. It provides a measurement of hadronic energy and, together with external chambers, muon
identication.
Global event quantities are measured with an energy ow algorithm. This algorithm
combines individual calorimeter and tracker measurements into energy ow \objects". These
objects are classied as photons, neutral hadrons, and charged particles, and some are further
identied as electrons or muons.
In this analysis, good charged particle tracks are selected by requiring that they be
reconstructed with at least four hits in the tpc and that they originate from within a cylinder of
length 20 cm and radius 2 cm centered at the nominal interaction point. Track segments which
do not fulll the above requirements are labelled as bad tracks.
This analysis makes use of lepton identication and all channels use the same lepton
identication criteria when applicable. In aleph, electrons are identied by comparing the
momentum measured by the tracking detectors with the energy measured in the ecal, by the
depth and shape of the ecal shower, and by the specic ionization information from the tpc
when available. Muons are identied by their characteristic hit pattern in the hadron calorimeter
and if they have at least one associated hit in the muon chambers. Lepton identication in aleph
is described in detail in Ref. [7].
Converted photons constitute an important background in all channels. A pair of oppositely-
charged particle tracks is identied as a converted photon if the pair mass, when computed at
the conversion point, is less than 40 MeV=c
2
and the materialization occurs more than 4 cm
away from the primary vertex (just inside the vdet). In addition, the distance between the two
tracks at the point of closest approach is required to be less than 1 cm in a plane transverse to
the beam, and less than 3 cm along the beam axis. In this analysis, conversion electrons are also
rejected by requiring that electron tracks have at least one hit in the vdet. This requirement
eliminates electrons from photons which materialize outside of the vdet volume.
3 Event Samples
The data used in this analysis correspond to an integrated luminosity of L = 5:8 pb
 1
collected
in November 1995. The luminosity was about equally shared between the two centre-of-mass
energies of 130 and 136 GeV.
The four-fermion processes were simulated with the fermisv [8] Monte Carlo program,
which includes all diagrams of Fig. 1, initial and nal state radiation, and QCD corrections
to the propagator at low Q
2
[1]. (The latter is especially relevant for the study of the low-
multiplicity hadronic nal states.) Difermion masses were free to be as small as kinematically
2
allowed. The charged leptons were required to make an angle of at least 10

with respect to the
beam axis and to have a minimum momentum of 0.5 GeV=c.
The hadronic (qq) background Monte Carlo sample used was generated with pythia 5.7 [9].
Dimuon and ditau samples were generated using koralz 4.0 [10]. The Bhabha Monte Carlo
samples were generated with both the babamc [11] and unibab [12] Monte Carlo programs.
Preselected samples of gamma-gamma interactions were generated using phot02 [13] and
ggmjet [14]. Although such events come mainly from the multiperipheral diagram of Fig. 1,
most of them have one or two electrons (\singly-tagged" or \untagged" events) escaping
undetected along the beam axis and would not fulll a four-(detected) fermion nal state
requirement. Thus, untagged and singly-tagged gamma-gamma interactions have been treated
as an independent background in this analysis.
All Monte Carlo samples used in this analysis correspond to at least 25 times the equivalent
data luminosity.
4 Event Selection
4.1 Event properties
The conversion diagram (Fig. 1a) dominates four-fermion production at
p
s = 130 and 136 GeV,
except for diagrams involving electrons in the nal state. This contrasts with the situation at
lep 1, where the dominant contribution comes from the annihilation process. Typically, the
conversion diagram consists of an initial state virtual photon recoiling against an on-shell Z
boson. At these energies, however, most on-shell Z's are produced in conjunction with a real
initial state photon (hereafter called \radiative return to the Z"). In the case of four-fermions,
the topology of this boosted Z decay is characterized by one pair of high-mass (M
f

f
 M
Z
)
and one pair of low-mass (M
2
f

f
 Q
2
of photon propagator) fermions. The `
+
`
 
qq and `
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
channels have clear signatures characterized by energetic isolated leptons and no missing energy.
Since at these energies neutrino pairs are mostly produced via the Z propagator, the neutrino
channels are distinguished by large missing energy and missing masses consistent with M
Z
. The
situation is dierent for nal states with electrons for which the t-channel diagrams (Fig. 1c)
have a non-negligible contribution.
Although kinematically similar, the four-fermion nal states have distinctive signatures and
dierent background sources. This analysis therefore consists of individual searches for each of
the four-fermion nal states. In the following, a description of each event selection is presented
together with the Standard Model expectation in each topology.
4.2 The `
+
`
 
qq channel
This channel is characterized by either a low mass isolated lepton pair recoiling against a high
multiplicity hadronic system or a high mass lepton pair and a low multiplicity hadronic system.
This analysis was designed to be ecient for both the low- and the high-multiplicity nal states.
A sample of hadronic events is preselected by requiring that the event be inconsistent with
a radiative return to the Z. In each event, tracks from photon conversions are removed from
further consideration. Events are required to have at least four good charged particle tracks.
The event visible mass, M
vis
, and longitudinal momentum, P
vis
z
, calculated from all energy-
ow objects, are required to satisfy M
vis
  jP
vis
z
j > 0:5
p
s in order to reject longitudinally
imbalanced events. Hadronic events with initial state radiation are further rejected with the
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Figure 2: The lepton pair isolation, 
iso
, for e
+
e
 
qq and 
+

 
qq candidates after all cuts (except
isolation) have been applied. Presented are the expectations from fermisv (hatched), the background
(mostly qq, solid) and the data (dots). The histograms are normalized to the expectations in 5.8 pb
 1
of data. The cut 
iso
> 60

is indicated with an arrow.
requirement that there be no signicant energy depositions in the luminosity calorimeters, i.e.,
that E
lcal
+ E
sical
< 20 GeV.
Only events with at least two oppositely-charged leptons of the same type with total energy
E
`
+ +E
`
  > 0:10
p
s are kept. In order to further reject backgrounds in the low-multiplicity
events, some additional cuts are imposed. In e
+
e
 
qq [
+

 
qq] events with less than seven
charged particle tracks, the number of electrons is required to be N
e
= 2 [N
e
= 0], while the
number of muons is required to be N

= 0 [N

= 2]. In addition, the number of tracks with at
least one vdet hit must be at least four [three]. Bhabha events with photon conversions which
still pass the above cuts are eliminated by requiring that the electrons in an e
+
e
 
qq event have
energies which do not exceed 90%E
beam
and that each electron has at least one vdet hit.
After the above requirements, one last cut is placed on the lepton pair isolation. The
lepton pair isolation is dened as the sum of the individual isolation angles of each lepton,

iso
= 
1
iso
+ 
2
iso
. For each lepton i, the angle 
i
iso
is the half-angle of the largest cone around
the lepton momentum direction containing less than 5% of the visible energy of all particles in
the event except the two leptons. In order to avoid losses due to Bremsstrahlung, a 1

cone
around each lepton is also excluded from the energy sum. For both the e
+
e
 
qq and 
+

 
qq
cases, a cut of 
iso
> 60

is imposed. Fig. 2 shows the 
iso
distribution for data and Monte
Carlo, normalized to the integrated luminosity.
The expectations for the `
+
`
 
qq channel are summarized in Table 1. The signal expectations
4
Table 1: Summary of `
+
`
 
qq expectations. The uncertainties are statistical only.
Process
N expected, e
+
e
 
qq
Eciency
N expected, 
+

 
qq
Eciency
qq
0:04
+ 0:06
  0:03
< 0:05
`
+
`
 

0:01
+ 0:07
  0
< 0:01
 ! f

f
0:01
+ 0:01
  0
< 0:07
`
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
0:04 0:01
0:03 0:00
`
+
`
 
qq
1:69 0:06
(16 1)%
0:89 0:03
(36 1)%
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include a correction for gluon radiation (discussed in Section 4.5). Although this analysis is not
designed to select the 
+

 
qq channel, a total of 0.01 events are expected from the e
+
e
 
qq and

+

 
qq selections; the 
+

 
qq predictions are included in the e
+
e
 
qq and 
+

 
qq expectations
of Table 1. Table 1 also includes an entry for `
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
signal. These processes are mostly

+

 
e
+
e
 
and 
+

 

+

 
four-fermion nal states in which the tau leptons decay into hadrons
and are thus indistinguishable from low-multiplicity `
+
`
 
qq nal states. This cross-eciency
between the `
+
`
 
qq and the `
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
channels is included in the total expectations presented in
Section 5. The eciency presented in Table 1 is computed inside the acceptance region dened
by fermisv.
The total number of expected background events is 0:06
+ 0:09
  0:03
for e
+
e
 
qq and 0
+ 0:09
  0
for

+

 
qq, while the expectation from `
+
`
 
qq four-fermion states, as predicted by fermisv, is
1:69  0:06 events for e
+
e
 
qq and 0:89  0:03 events for 
+

 
qq, where the uncertainties are
statistical only. The assignment of systematic uncertainties is discussed in Section 4.5.
4.3 The four-lepton channel
The signature of four charged leptons is very clean, but the cross section for this channel is
small, due to the low branching ratio of Z decaying to charged leptons. Since the tau channel is
expected to contribute a third of the signal, the analysis includes a selection which is ecient
for tau leptons.
The selection relies mainly on the number of good charged particle tracks, a minimum
number of identied leptons, and the rejection of converted photons. It is similar for both the
`
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
and `
+
`
 

+

 
topologies, so the cuts for the preselection are given for the `
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
case, with dierences for the `
+
`
 

+

 
case indicated in square brackets. Events with a visible
energy E
vis
> 0:6
p
s [0:2
p
s] and missing mass M
miss
< 0:25
p
s [0:7
p
s] are selected, which
rejects gamma-gamma and ditau events. Events are required to have four [or six] good tracks,
with a total charge of zero. No [two or less] bad tracks are allowed, reducing backgrounds with
nuclear interactions and soft converted photons. The number of identied leptons in the event
is required to be N
e
+N

 2 [N
e
 2 or N

 2]. In addition, at least two of the good tracks
must have a minimum P
T
with respect to the beam of 2 GeV=c. In events where there are no
four identied muons, the two oppositely-charged particle tracks forming the smallest invariant
mass are paired, and labelled tracks 1 and 2. Tracks 1 and 2 must not be consistent with a
photon conversion, and in addition, they must both have at least one vdet hit if their invariant
mass is less than 10 GeV=c
2
.
After the above preselection, additional cuts are applied to the `
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
topology. The sum
of the energies of the remaining two tracks (tracks labelled 3 and 4) is required to be greater
than 40 GeV, as expected for leptons from Z decays. In order to reject t-channel Bhabha
events, the momentum vector dierence between tracks 3 and 4 must make an angle of at least
18:2

with respect to the beam axis. Background from real converted Bremsstrahlung photons is
eliminated by requiring that the photon candidate formed by tracks 1 and 2 (ifM
12
< 1 GeV=c
2
)
be acollinear with tracks 3 and 4. To this end, if there are fewer than four identied muons or
less than three electrons in the event, then the vector momentum sum of tracks 1 and 2 must
make an angle of at least 2

with both tracks 3 and 4. If there are three or more electrons in
the event, then this last cut is tightened to 5

. Finally, the sum of charged particle energies is
required to be E
ch
> 0:8E
vis
.
For the `
+
`
 

+

 
topology, events are required to satisfy E
vis
< 0:9
p
s, as expected for
events with neutrinos, and to contain no converted photons. The JADE algorithm [15] is used
to form jets from all objects aside from tracks 1 and 2, with y
cut
= (3 GeV=c
2
)
2
=s, and only
6
Table 2: The expectations for four-lepton events. The uncertainties are statistical only.
Process
N events expected
Eciency
e
+
e
 
e
+
e
 
0:89 0:06
(11 1)%
e
+
e
 

+

 
0:49 0:02
(31 2)%

+

 

+

 
0:09 0:00
(72 1)%
e
+
e
 

+

 
0:09 0:01
(19 1)%

+

 

+

 
0:04 0:00
(29 1)%
`
+
`
 
qq
0:32 0:06
background
0:01
+ 0:08
  0:01
events with two or three well-contained jets (j cos
jet
j < 0:9) are kept. In addition, there must
be two oppositely charged jets. If M
12
< 1 GeV=c
2
, then the vector momentum sum of tracks 1
and 2 must make an angle of at least 10

with respect to each charged jet, tightened to 20

if
track 1 or 2 is an identied electron. In order to further reject ditau events, the angle between
the two charged jets must be less than 170

.
The additional selection for the `
+
`
 

+

 
topology increases the signal acceptance for
e
+
e
 

+

 
and 
+

 

+

 
by more than a factor of two.
Expectations for the four-lepton channel are summarized in Table 2. The total signal
expected from the four-lepton channel is 1:590:06 events, to be compared to a total expectation
of 0:01
+0:08
 0:01
events from background. The main background contributions are from `
+
`
 
 events.
The expectation from the nal state with four taus is negligible. The eciency presented in
Table 2 is computed inside the acceptance region dened by fermisv. Since this analysis has
only a two lepton requirement in the `
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
channel, it can in principle select low-multiplicity
`
+
`
 
qq events with a high mass lepton pair. In addition, when the taus decay hadronically, the
`
+
`
 

+

 
nal state can be indistinguishable from a `
+
`
 
qq nal state. Thus, through both the
`
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
and `
+
`
 

+

 
selections, this analysis has a total expectation of 0:32  0:06 events
from the `
+
`
 
qq nal state, with a negligible overlap with the selection of the previous section.
This corresponds to an increase of  10% in the signal expectation for `
+
`
 
qq. The assignment
of systematic errors is discussed in Section 4.5.
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4.4 The neutrino channel
The neutrino channel can be divided into two classes: a \low-multiplicity topology" (two good
tracks) and a \higher-multiplicity topology" (four or more good tracks). Both of these classes
have very distinct background contributions. The main four-fermion contributions to the low-
multiplicity topology come from the e
+
e
 
, 
+

 
, and uu nal states while the background
contributions come mostly from low multiplicity gamma-gamma events and from  events.
The higher-multiplicity topology is dominated by the uu and cc four-fermion nal states
with the largest background contribution coming from high-multiplicity gamma-gamma events.
The selections for both topologies use many of the same quantities. The event acoplanarity
is formed by dividing the event into two hemispheres along the thrust axis and calculating the
angle between the total momentum of each hemisphere projected into a plane perpendicular
to the beam axis. In order to reject gamma-gamma and qq backgrounds the acoplanarity is
required to be less than 130

. Events from gamma-gamma interactions are further rejected by
requiring the missing transverse momentum to be greater than 6%
p
s and that the missing mass,
M
miss
, be less than 90%
p
s. One last cut is applied in order to reject gamma-gamma events.
The direction of a hypothetical scattered beam electron is calculated assuming the kinematics
of gamma-gamma interactions. Events are rejected if there is an energy ow object within 26

of this direction in the low-multiplicity case and 5

of this direction in the higher-multiplicity
case.
The low-multiplicity selection is enhanced with some additional requirements. The Bhabha
background is eliminated by requiring that each track have a transverse momentumwith respect
to the beam axis of at least 2 GeV/c and that no single energy ow object have an energy
larger than 30%
p
s. High multiplicity events from  and  ! 
+

 
processes with only two
good tracks are rejected by requiring no bad tracks with at least four tpc hits in the event.
Background events from  in which the photon converts are eliminated by rejecting events
that have an identied converted photon and by requiring that at least one of the good tracks
in the event has a vdet hit. It is also required that the sum of the energies of all energy ow
objects more than 10

from both tracks does not exceed 5 GeV.
The higher-multiplicity selection also has some additional requirements. Background from
qq is eliminated by requiring that M
miss
be greater than 60%
p
s. This background is also
rejected by requiring that the energy measured in an azimuthal wedge of half-angle 26

about
the direction of missing transverse momentum be less than 3 GeV. Finally, high multiplicity
gamma-gamma backgrounds are further rejected by requiring E
lcal
+ E
sical
to be less than
5 GeV and that at least two charged particle tracks have a transverse momentum with respect
to the beam axis of at least 1 GeV=c.
The expectations for the f

f channel are summarized in Table 3. The expected background
for the low-multiplicity topology is 0:03
+ 0:08
  0:02
events while the signal expectation is 1:74 0:05
events. The expected background for the higher-multiplicity topology is 0:03
+ 0:02
  0:01
events while
the signal expectation is 0:52 0:02 events.
4.5 Systematic studies
4.5.1 Studies of background and eciency
The more discriminating measured quantities have been studied in order to validate the
background and eciency estimation.
Since the lepton isolation plays such a crucial role in reducing the qq background in the
`
+
`
 
qq channel, checks were performed comparing the isolation in data and Monte Carlo. The
8
Table 3: Summary of f

f expectations. The uncertainties are statistical only.
Process
N expected (low-mult)
Eciency
N expected (higher-mult)
Eciency
qq
negligible
< 0:01
`
+
`
 

< 0:01
< 0:01
 ! f

f
< 0:07
0:03
+ 0:02
  0:01

0:03
+ 0:04
  0:02
negligible
`
+
`
 
1:46 0:05
(41 1)%
{

+

 
0:01 0:00
(7 1)%
0:02 0:00
(12 1)%
qq
0:27 0:02
(11 1)%
0:50 0:02
(27 1)%
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single lepton isolation was studied in hadronic events and good agreement was found between
data and Monte Carlo. Fig. 2 shows the distributions of the dilepton isolation 
iso
for muon and
electron pairs, before the isolation cut, and normalized to the integrated luminosity. In order
to perform a statistically signicant test of the agreement in 
iso
, the lepton requirements were
removed and the yield of particle track pairs was compared between the simulation and the data
in the region 
iso
> 60

. In this region, the simulation underestimates the data yields by 30%.
The background estimates from qq have thus been increased by a factor of 1.4. Since only a
small fraction of qq events are aected by this correction and since most signal events fall in the
region 
iso
> 60

(see Fig. 2), this eect can be neglected in the signal eciency.
The estimation of the  and Bhabha backgrounds is very sensitive to how well photon
conversions are reproduced in the Monte Carlo. The rate of pair conversions in the data was
found to agree well with the Monte Carlo predictions. The agreement between the simulation
and data is also good within statistical errors (12%) for photons which convert within the vdet
volume. Bhabha events pose a dangerous background for the four-lepton channel because their
production cross section is large, and because they contain many radiated photons which, when
converted, give four-electron events. An inclusive sample of Bhabha events was selected using
most of the cuts from the `
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
topology and the relevant quantities used in the selection
were compared in data and Monte Carlo. The limited statistical precision of the comparison
of the number of four-track events and the number of converted photons leads to a systematic
uncertainty of 18%. The error on this background has been increased by a factor of 1.18. Other
backgrounds producing converted photons have been increased in the same way by a factor
of 1.12.
The requirement that particle tracks have hits in the vdet has also been used in this analysis
to reject conversion electrons. The fraction of particle tracks having no vdet hits was studied
and good agreement was found between the data and the simulation. The number of bad
tracks, used in the `
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
and the f

f channels, was studied by comparing Bhabha, qq, and
gamma-gamma events in both data and Monte Carlo simulation. Good agreement was found
between data and simulation in the number of bad tracks with at least four tpc hits (relevant
to the f

f channel). A 3% systematic error has been assigned to the eciency and background
determination in the `
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
channel due to the imperfect simulation of the number of bad
tracks.
Based on studies of lepton identication at lep 1 [7], a 3% systematic error has been assigned
to the eciency and background determination of those channels where lepton identication is
used.
4.5.2 Uncertainties in signal prediction
The fermisv program has been modied [1] to include QCD corrections to the production rates.
The corrections include the production of resonant states from the photon propagator and quark
mass threshold eects in the continuum. Based on the considerations in Ref. [1], a systematic
uncertainty of 4% due to these corrections is assigned to the four-fermion nal state predictions
with hadrons. A systematic uncertainty of 1.1% is assigned to all nal states which reects the
missing higher-order QED corrections and the uncertainties in sin
2

e
W
. In addition, an overall
systematic uncertainty of 4% is assigned to all channels in order to account for the dierence
between the cross section predictions of fermisv and the predictions of the excalibur [16]
four-fermion Monte Carlo program.
Gluon radiation from high-mass quark pairs reduces the contributions of the annihilation
diagrams (Fig. 1b). A correction factor of 0:992 0:008 [0:985 0:015] is thus applied to the
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Figure 3: Candidate four-fermion e
+
e
 
qq event. In this event display, the central region has been
expanded to emphasize the tracking detectors.
predictions in the e
+
e
 
qq [
+

 
qq] channel. The correction factors were determined, using the
arguments of Ref. [1], from the relative contributions of the annihilation diagrams involving
quarks at
p
s = 130 and 136 GeV.
Finally, a 1% systematic uncertainty is assigned to the signal and background predictions
due to the luminosity measurement.
5 Results
After analyzing the 5.8 pb
 1
of data taken during the 1995 high energy run, ve events were
selected; one event in the `
+
`
 
qq channel, one event in the `
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
channel, and three events
in the f

f channel.
The selected `
+
`
 
qq event, shown in Fig. 3, has a well isolated (
iso
= 155

) electron pair
with an invariant mass of 10:7 GeV=c
2
. The event has a high multiplicity hadronic system
(N
ch
= 15) with a visible mass of 87 GeV=c
2
. The mass recoiling against the electron pair,
computed using the momenta of the electrons, is 90 GeV=c
2
.
The four-lepton candidate event contains four charged particle tracks, three of which are
identied as electrons. The fourth electron candidate enters a crack between ecal modules.
The two energetic electrons have momenta of 57 and 25 GeV=c, and their invariant mass is
67 GeV=c
2
, lower than expected, but consistent with the four-fermion hypothesis. The low-mass
pair consists of two electrons of momenta of 25 and 5.4 GeV=c. Its mass is only 54 MeV=c
2
, but
each electron has a vdet hit, and the radius of closest approach to the primary vertex is 1.2 cm
{ far inside the beampipe.
Two of the three f

f candidates passed the low-multiplicity selection. Both tracks in each
event are identied as electrons. One event has a dilepton mass of 3:7 GeV=c
2
and a missing
mass of 87 GeV=c
2
and the other event has a dilepton mass of 3:5 GeV=c
2
and a missing mass of
115 GeV=c
2
. These quantities, and other relevant ones (such as missing transverse momentum),
are consistent with the expectations for the signal processes. For the higher-multiplicity event
(Fig. 4), none of the tracks are leptons. Thus, both low-multiplicity events are e
+
e
 
candidates
while the higher-multiplicity event is a qq candidate.
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Figure 4: Candidate four-fermion qq event. In this event display, the central region has been expanded
to emphasize the tracking detectors.
The expectations for the three four-fermion topologies considered in this letter, and their
backgrounds, are summarized in Table 4. The expectation presented for the `
+
`
 
qq [`
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
]
channel includes the cross-eciency contribution from the `
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
[`
+
`
 
qq] channel.
The OPAL collaboration, in an analysis of their 1995 high energy run data, has reported [17]
the observation of an excess of events in topologies typical of high-multiplicity four-fermion
processes. The results of the study of such processes in the aleph data show no excess when
compared with the Standard Model predictions.
6 Conclusion
The aleph data taken during the 1995 high energy run were examined in order to study the
production of `
+
`
 
qq, f

f, and `
+
`
 
`
+
`
 
four-fermion nal states. The analyses achieved a
low background while retaining a good eciency for both the low- and high-multiplicity four-
fermion processes. Five events were selected in the data, in agreement with the Standard Model
expectation of 6:670:38 from four-fermion processes and 0:14
+ 0:19
  0:05
from background processes.
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